**KG Apple Art**

We looked at artworks to see how artists use shading to make objects look 3D. We looked at many examples of still life paintings and drawings of apples in particular.

In our first lesson we practised drawing basic shapes and then added shading to these. We used crayons.

In our second lesson we shaded some 3D shapes with our crayons and then traced over the outline of an apple.

We practised drawing apple shapes inside the big one.

We turned this into pop art apples.

Then we started work on our apple paintings. We looked at the examples again to see where the light and dark shading was. We also noticed that most apples are not just red all over.
First of all we traced an outline of an apple lightly onto our paper.

Then we used red and yellow water colours to paint our apples. We shaded the edges by having less water mixed with the paint and then made sure everything blended together smoothly as we completed the inside of the apple.

The next week we look at the backgrounds in the examples and then drew a guide line at the sides of our apple. We chose 2 different colours for our backgrounds. When our paintings were dry Mrs Harvey framed them for us.